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Abstract
High school student's perceptions of transition
services were investigated.

Interviews were conducted with

seven clients at one employment agency.

The subjects had

mixed feelings about several different issues regarding
transition topics.

The present study found that the clients

lacked awareness and knowledge of the IEP process and
transitioning.

The results of this study produced similar

findings to previous research.
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Client Perceptions of Transition Services
from School to Work at an Employment
Service Agency in Central Virginia
In today's society many parents and educators worry
about the successful future of young people after high
school.

Parents and educators believe that success of

students includes going to college, getting a degree and
starting a career.

The concern of having a successful

future is even greater for students with disabilities.
These individuals are more prone to adjustment problems than
individuals without disabilities.

Leading a successful life

for students with disabilities is slightly different.

Here

success often means living and working independently in the
community with as little assistance as possible.

In school,

students learn how to work independently, live in a
community, and develop a quality of life which will ensure
happiness and satisfaction (Inge, 1992).

Many adults

believe that these skills can be acquired solely by
attending college.

Although some students with

disabilities will be able to go to a four year college, and
others will be able to attend a two year college or
vocational school, many students with disabilities will
achieve independence through other means.
For some young people, finding a job upon graduation
from high school is a better, more achievable goal than
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college.

Employment or vocational training tends to be the

best choice for many students with disabilities.

Such a

choice may enable these students to be successful, if they
find a job that they can keep.

Unfortunately, this success

does not always happen for individuals with disabilities.
Adult Outcomes
Previous studies on the outcomes of students in special
education have suggested special education is not always
successful.

Every year over 300,000 special education

students leave secondary programs and are all too often
unprepared for what lies ahead of them (Goodman & Iseman,
1992).

For example, Edgar (1987) found that more than 30%

of students enrolled in secondary special education programs
drop out of high school.

He also found that students who do

remain in these programs have only a 15% chance of obtaining
employment with a salary above the minimum wage.

Such facts

indicate that some special education programs are not
adequately meeting the needs of students with disabilities.
Professionals, therefore, may not be teaching students with
disabilities how to find and keep a job.
A Senate Subcommittee on Employment of the Handicapped
in 1986 reported an interesting statistic on the working
status of adults with disabilities.

This study revealed

that 67% of all Americans with disabilities ages 16 to 64
were not working.

Researchers also found that of those who
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were working, 75% were only employed part time.

Eighty four

percent of those employed found their jobs from their "self
family-friend network" (Hasazi, Gordon & Roe, 1985).

Of the

67% not working, 67% said that they wanted to work (Karge,
Patton & De la Garza, 1992).

In addition, males were 30%

more likely to be employed than females.

Sixty six percent

of males with disabilities were employed compared with 33%
of females (Hasazi, Gordon & Roe, 1985).
Statistics show that people with disabilities want to
work, but for whatever reason, are not working.

One reason

they are not working could be that they do not know how to
find or keep a job.

Hasazi, Gordon and Roe (1985) found

that of students who had vocational education, 61% were
employed compared to 45% of employment of those who did not
have vocational education programs. It would appear that
vocational education may be a factor in obtaining a job
after high school.
Another difficult area for graduates of a special
education program is living arrangements.

Fewer than 50% of

adults with disabilities live independently (Edgar, 1987).
Often people believe that individuals with disabilities are
unable to live independently, but many can live
independently when given the proper training.

Living

independently might be a group home, with a roommate, or
completely alone.

Any one of these living arrangements can
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be in an apartment or a house that is owned or rented by the
individual.

Living independently requires some knowledge of

properly functioning in a community.

For example, knowing

how to use public transportation is extremely important,
thus allowing an individual to get to and from work and
home.
For approximately the past 24 years, Federal and state
legislation has made progress in requiring transition
planning from school to work for any student in special
education.

The purpose of transition services is to help

improve some of the inadequacies of secondary special
education programs.
Transition
Rusch and Phelps (1987) point out that this idea of
transition planning is one that has been around for a long
time in several different forms.

In fact, these authors

state that public concern for the ability of individuals
with disabilities to work first came about at the end of
World War I.

During that time many wounded disabled

Americans returned and needed to find work.

Therefore,

strategies were developed to transition people with
disabilities into the work world.

In the 1950's, work-study

programs for youth with disabilities were established, and
later they became the leading transition strategy in many
schools (Rusch & Phelps, 1987).
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Unfortunately, students who participated in work
experience programs were no more likely to be employed than
students who had not been in such programs (Hasazi, Gordon &
Roe, 1985).

The public has been aware for a long time that

some type of special service was needed to help these
students, but until 1975 no legislation required that these
programs be implemented.
In 1975, The Education of all Handicapped Children Act
(PL 94-142) was passed.

Public Law 94-142 required a free

and appropriate public education for all children with
disabilities.

This was the first federal legislation passed

that had major implications for students with disabilities.
Another major piece of legislation that passed was the Carl
D. Perkins Act of 1984.

This act mandated the delivery of

assessment, support services, counseling and transition
services for students identified as handicapped and
disadvantaged (Rusch et.al., 1987).
Webster's dictionary defines transition as "The process·
of changing from one form, state, activity or place to
another."

In the field of special education transition

refers to moving from one "phase" in life to another.

This

"phase" is the movement from an adolescent or young adult in
school to an adult in the work world.

The term transition

became popular in the early 1980's (Halpern, 1994).
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In 1984 the United States Office of Special Education
and Rehabilitative Services released and supported the
following definition of transition:

"Transition is an

outcome-oriented process encompassing a broad array of
services and experiences that lead to employment"
1994, p.116).

(Halpern,

This definition explains the need to have

a

variety of services, but the only focus according to this
definition, is employment.

The Individuals with

Disabilities Education Act (PL 101-476) of 1990 defined
transition in a slightly different manner.

Here, transition

is defined as:
"a coordinated set of activities for a student,
designed within an outcome-oriented process, which
promotes movement form school to post school
activities, including post secondary education,
vocational training, integrated employment (including
supported employment), continuing an adult education,
adult services, independent living or community
participation" (Halpern, 1994,p.117).
This definition encompasses a variety of services that
focus on employment, education, living, and community
participation, which are the elements of leading a
successful adult life.

Public Law 101-476 also states that

the coordinated set of activities must be based upon the
individual student's needs. Student's preferences and
interests are taken into account and should include other
post school adult living objectives, and when appropriate,
acquisition of daily living skills and functional vocational
evaluation (Tucker, Goldstein & Sorenson, 1993).

The law

requires that there is written proof of the attempt to
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provide an adequate transition.

By the time the student is

sixteen years old, a statement of the needed transition
services must be written in the student's Individualized
Education Plan (IEP) or Individualized Transition Plan
(ITP).

In appropriate circumstances, a transition plan must

be included for students aged fourteen or younger (Guernsey
& Klare, 1993).

Goodman and Iseman (1992) believe that

career training is something that can and should begin in
middle school.

The student and family are to be involved in

the process of transition, since transition services are not
something that can be done by the school alone.
Student involvement in transition services is
important; however, this involvement is often either non
existent or passive (Van-Reusen & Bos, 1990).

When students

are not in attendance at their IEP, they are not involved in
the decisions being made.

Students should be involved in

the process for several reasons.

The first reason is that

it is the student's future that is being considered, and his
or her input matters.

Another reason is that if students

choose their school and future activities, then they are
more motivated to perform the tasks necessary to succeed
(Wehmeyer 1995).

Being involved in this process helps

students to master self-management and self-advocacy skills.
One reason for poor post school outcomes is that students
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with disabilities leave school without self-determination
(Wehmeyer & Lawrence, 1995).

The student's IEP or ITP

should reflect the student's preferences, regardless of how
realistic these may or may not be (Goodman & Iseman, 1992).
Parent participation is also considered to be one of the
most important elements of transition programs that lead to
positive outcomes for young adults with disabilities
(Morningstar, Turnbull & Turnbull, 1996).
While it is important for the student to be involved,
transition services must include certain elements.

Karge,

Patton and De la Garza (1992) point out that transition
services should focus on job search skills, job maintenance
skills, job related functional academics, mobility and
transportation skills, planning and accessing recreational
activities, paid jobs in the community before graduation,
counseling for post secondary options, referrals to adult
service agencies before graduation, and finally, self
advocacy skills for the job and the community.

one of the

most important of these elements is the referral to an adult
service agency before graduation.
Adult Services
Referral to an adult service agency is necessary for
several reasons.

The first is that it provides students

with a professional contact who will assist them after
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graduation from high school.

This contact with a service

agency prior to graduation gives the student time to get to
know and understand how the agency works.

The most

important reason is that these agencies provide hands-on
training opportunities for the students before they graduate
high school.

Fewer than 50% of school administrators

indicated the presence of even informal agreements with
adult service agencies concerning the transition needs of
students with disabilities (Halpern, 1985).

Some of these

adult agencies may aid in the teaching of certain skills,
like transportation in the community, and others may even
provide certain types of living arrangements and employment.
Many options are available to students with disabilities
after high school if the proper contacts are made.
Since 1977 the number of persons living in institutions
has decreased.

This decrease has placed individuals back

into the community.

Many adult service agencies help

individuals with disabilities find the appropriate place to
live.

Many individuals will still live at home with their

families after graduating from high school.
students will pay their own living expenses.

Some of these
However, in

one study Frank and Sitlington (1993) found that only thirty
percent of students reported paying all of their expenses.
Many individuals will live in group homes and be
required to pay their own living expenses.

Often, these
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individuals share an apartment or town-house with other
individuals with disabilities.

Usually individuals in a

group home are supervised by a counselor from an adult
service agency.

Another type of group home is known as a

facility-based residence.
Facility-based residences are "those that the agency
owns, rents, and staffs, and which provide residential as
well as programmatic services (Walsh, Rice & Rosen, 1996, p.
270).

Many people believe that facility based residences

are either under-supervised or over-supervised.

Too much or

too little supervision does not meet the needs of
individuals with disabilities.

A current move in the field

of special education is for individuals with disabilities to
own or rent their own home.
clients as needed.

Supports are given to these

In this type of living arrangement

persons with disabilities are seen as a part of the
community.

One main goal of special education is to help

individuals with disabilities become a part of the community
in both living and working environments.
Adult service agencies help students to find a job in
the community, in the least restrictive employment
environment.

The three primary working environments for

individuals with disabilities are competitive employment,
supported employment and sheltered employment.

In the past
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people believed that persons with mental retardation had
limited potential to work in competitive employment (Inge,
Banks, Wehman, Hill & Shafer, 1988).

Today, the goal is to

have all individuals with disabilities who are able to do so
work in competitive employment settings.
Competitive employment is best described as an
integrated work place in which employees must meet and
perform all of the necessary characteristics of the job in
order to remain employed.
minimum wage.

This type of job usually pays

The average hourly wage for individuals with

disabilities ranges from $3.65 to $4.47 (Edgar, 1987).
Sowers and Powers (1989) found that many persons with mental
retardation can maintain a job in competitive employment
given the proper supports.
Supported employment provides the assistance that many
clients require.

Supported employment is defined as:

"paid

employment for persons with developmental disabilities for
whom competitive employment at or above the minimum wage is
unlikely and who, because of their disabilities, need
ongoing support to perform their work.

support is provided

through activities such as training, supervision and
transportation {Stainback & Stainback, 1996, p. 294). In
supported employment assistance is gradually faded; however,
such support can last for a long period of time.
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Botuck (1993) conducted a study on supported
employment.

The subjects in his study were forty four

adults with mental retardation.

Each of the subjects went

through a pre-employment training program and received
occupational skills training and training in employability
behaviors.

Each of the subjects received occupational

counseling for twelve weeks and were then placed in a job
that matched their skills.

These adults received assistance

in traveling, learning responsibilities, understanding the
environment, utilizing supervision, and tapping into the
experience and knowledge of co-workers.

These services were

provided for as long as needed, for up to twelve consecutive
months.

Most adult service agencies will provide the same

or similar services to their clients.

Results of this study

showed that long term on-the-job supports need to focus on
job retention (Botuck, 1993).
Schalock and Genung (1993) conducted a follow up study
on individuals with disabilities who had been placed in
competitive employment fifteen years earlier.

The

researchers found that 59% of the clients maintained their
employment placements and that 19% had to return to a
training program.

The purpose of supported employment is to

teach students with disabilities the skills they will need
to hold a job in the competitive work force.

However,

sometimes students will need additional training years
later.

Unfortunately, there are some students who will not
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be able to succeed in supported or competitive employment
but who will succeed in a sheltered workshop.
Sheltered workshops were first established to provide
persons with disabilities a place to work.

Sheltered

workshops offered an opportunity for individuals with
disabilities to work for wages, which were usually based on
productivity.

Sheltered workshops have been in existence

for some time.
Nelson (1971) states that the first workshop was
established at the end of the sixteenth century by st.
Vincent De Paul.

st. Vincent De Paul's workshop was

organized for the old and infirm to provide work that
"enlivened spirits" (p.24).

The first American Workshops

were started in connection with schools for the blind.

Many

workshops today are for individuals with a variety of
disorders.

Sheltered workshops have continued to develop in

the United States and around the world.
In the Twentieth century workshops for people with
mental retardation were organized.

Workshops for

individuals with mental retardation were the largest
single group of workshops started in the second half of
the century.
ways.

In the early stages work was used in two

The first was to keep individuals with mental

retardation occupied usefully, which in today's society
might seem demeaning.

The second way that work was
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used was to train individuals in occupational skills
needed in the institutions and colonies where the clients
resided (Nelson, 1971).

Training for occupational skills is

more comparable to the purpose of sheltered employment in
the 1990s.
Sheltered workshops have been criticized by many
professionals for their segregated nature, their failure to
provide workers with disabilities meaningful wages, and
their inability to prepare individuals for independent
employment effectively (Wehman & Kregel, 1990).

Many

individuals who work in sheltered employment do not work
full time.

Only 30% of those employed at sheltered

workshops work full time (Frank & Sitlington, 1993).
Despite the fact that many workshop employees do not work
full time, many believe that sheltered employment is still
the appropriate placement for many individuals with
disabilities.

Sheltered employment is for individuals who

are able to carry out guided employment but who are unable
to work independently (Goodman & Iseman, 1992).
Other professionals believe that "sheltered employment
does not provide the same prestige, perceived worth,
habilitation, or integration that competitive employment
does" (Gajar, Goodman & McAfee, 1993, p. 343).

Due to these

beliefs, special educators and other professionals are
working to provide more integrated work settings.
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This idea of integrated work settings caused many
changes to take place in the 1980s.

Many workshops began to

develop transitional programs during this time, in addition
to the extended services they were known to provide.

In

transitional programs workshops attempt to place individuals
who are vocationally ready into competitive employment.

The

extended programs continue to provide long term employment
for those unable to succeed in competitive employment
(Murphy & Rogan, 1995).

Professionals' beliefs about the

effectiveness of sheltered workshops are being forced to
change as the workshop concept changes.
Miller (1993) states that sheltered employment is an
opportunity for individuals with disabilities to gain self
esteem and self confidence when they can not find a job
anywhere else.

For many individuals working sheltered

employment provides a sense of usefulness and new friends,
while teaching respect for authority and how to follow
directions.

Most important is that sheltered employment can

develop confidence within an individual with disabilities.
Integration in the work place may be important for some
people with disabilities; however, maintaining a
job at a sheltered workshop is still important for many
individuals who are unable to find a job in competitive
employment .

For many individuals with disabilities,

holding a job contributes significantly to the degree to
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which he or she is perceived as being an adult (Wehmeyer,
1994).

Fulfilling the adult role is an important and

cherished role to many individuals with disabilities.
Client Perceptions of Transition Services
Transition services have helped many individuals with
disabilities find appropriate jobs in one of the three
working environments.

Clients have beliefs about the

quality of their transition.

Several researchers have

examined client's beliefs regarding common transition
issues.
Morningstar, Turnbull and Turnbull (1996) found that
clients view their families as their most important source
of support.

These clients interviewed by the researchers

also identified their families as important for providing
them with career preparation.
clients identified their
career preparation.

Discouragingly, few of these

school as important in providing

Regardless of client's feelings about

career preparation, this preparation is important for the
school to provide.

The school needs to provide written

proof of all career preparation on the client's IEP.
Many clients stated that the IEP process was irrelevant
and that often they were not in attendance at their IEP
meeting (Morningstar et. al., 1996).

The student or client

should be aware and knowledgeable of the IEP and ITP.

The

client should also be an active participant in setting his
or her IEP goals and objectives (Wehman, 1996).
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The client and his or her family must be informed of
what their options are and how they can access those options
in order to have a successful transition from school to work
(Wehman & Kregel, 1990).

Lovitt, Cushing and Stump (1994)

found that of those clients and parents who were in
attendance at IEP meetings, most had limited involvement.
Clients talked about not understanding what was going on, or
what was being discussed.
own document.

In fact, many did not sign their

Moreover, clients felt the IEP was useless

and boring because the same objectives were used every year,
even if they mastered the objective.
Clients may feel that their IEP contained the same
objectives each year because in reality they need ample time
and repetition to learn occupational and vocational skills
(Wehman, 1996).

Clients should have a choice in these types

of skills since the more choice they have, the more likely
they are to believe their work is meaningful and satisfying
(Wehman, 1996; Test, Hinson, Solow & Keul, 1993).

In fact,

Test, Hinson, Solow and Keul (1993) found that 67.6% of
clients were satisfied with their jobs; however, 61.8% also
stated that this satisfaction was dependent on having had a
choice in selecting the job.

overall, researchers found

that persons in sheltered workshops were satisfied with
their job placements.
Wehman (1996) states that client satisfaction on the
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job can be increased by reinforcement given by the school.
Those involved in this reinforcement should be teachers,
counselors, work-study coordinators, and principals.

This

reinforcement is best delivered early in the client's
placement by job-site visits and telephone calls.
Indicators of job satisfaction that school personnel should
look for include whether or not the client consistently
attends work, begins tasks promptly and works consistently
(Nisbet & York, 1989).

Job satisfaction begins with

training, a necessary component of work adjustment and job
success (Soto, Toro-Zambrana & Belfiore, 1994).
The involvement of the school after placement is
important because it breaks down some of the previous
barriers between the school and the work place.

The

school's growing involvement creates a school curriculum
more relevant to the work place (Will, 1984).

Clients can

be reminded of a skill once learned in school that is
appropriate to use at work.

These skills may fall under

objectives like using and practicing good work behaviors, or
job holding skills (Berkell & Brown, 1989).
While it is important for the school to be involved,
the client's supervisors should not be forgotten.
Supervisors need to be aware of appropriate accommodations
that should be made, as well as appropriate ways to
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communicate with the client.

Clients believe that their

supervisors serve as role models, and in conjunction with
the school help to make a successful transition (Berkell &
Brown, 1989).
overall, clients with disabilities have a great deal of
Clients also believe their transition

pride in their work.

could have been better if they had more say in their future
or their IEP objectives.
Statement of Purpose
Since 1990 and the passing of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act, transition services have been
under evaluation.

Transition is a process designed to help

special education students move from school to the work
world.

Transition services include post secondary

education, vocational training, integrated employment, adult
services, independent living or community participation
(Halpern, 1994).

The success of students after graduation

from a special education program are carefully examined.
The law requires written proof of transition services
on the IEP or ITP.

Goodman and Iseman (1992) state the

importance of involving the student and his or her family in
transition planning.

Professionals hold many opinions about

what skills should be included with transition services.
Researchers have identified that teachers, parents,
employers and clients all have different perspectives of the
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important aspects of transition.

Therefore, the purpose of

this study is to determine the client's perceptions of the
transition services that they received prior to their
placement at an employment service agency in Central
Virginia.
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Method
Participants
Seven subjects participated in this study.

All of the

subjects are employees at an employment organization in
Central Virginia.

All seven subjects were employed prior to

the start of the study.

None of the subjects have received

any type of diploma from high school.

All of the subjects

have been referred by the school system for employment at
the agency.

Three males and five females make up the sample

of subjects.

Five of the subjects are African-American and

two are caucasian.
twenty one.

Their ages range from seventeen to

The subjects attend three different schools,

all nearby counties to the employment agency.
Procedure
Permission to conduct the study was obtained from the
director of the employment organization prior to the start
of the research (see Appendix A).

All participants were

informed of the topic of study, and they were asked if they
would like to participate.

All participation was voluntary

and the subjects were assured that his or her responses
would be confidential and anonymous.

Permission to examine

the client's confidential files was also attained.

Any

subject over the age of eighteen was allowed to sign their
own consent form, however, those under eighteen had to get
parental permission.

A copy of the consent form can be
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found in Appendix B.

The treatment of all subjects was in

accordance with the ethical standards of the American
Psychological Association.
All of the interviews took place in a private room at
the employment agency and the subjects were told that the
interview would be taped on an audio cassette recorder.

At

the conclusion of the interviews the answers were
transcribed, verified for accuracy and destroyed.
A practice interview was conducted to determine the
knowledge and ability of the subjects to participate in an
interview study.
work.

Questions were based on the subject of

The researcher felt that it was important to assess

the subjects knowledge of work, to be sure that subjects
were able to participate.

No information from the practice

interview was used in this study.

A copy of the practice

interview guide can be found in Appendix C.
Practice interviews were conducted one week before the
actual interviews.

The practice and actual interviews took

place during two sessions.

Each session lasted

approximately fifteen to thirty minutes.

A third interview

also took place as a follow up to determine the reliability
of the subjects answers.

The same table of questions was

used in both the actual and follow up interview.
Instrument
An interview guide for both the practice and actual
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interviews was developed by the researcher (See Appendix D).
The questions are based on the time of the IEP which
referred the student to an employment organization through
the clients first few weeks of employment.

Questions focus

on the clients knowledge of an IEP, transition services, and
reinforcement given by the school, which are all crucial to
a successful transition.

All of the questions appearing on

the interview guide were asked to each of the subjects, in
the same order.
Data Analysis
All of the transcribed interviews were given to one
professional in the field of special education.

This

professional was knowledgeable of transition services and
what is required by law.

This professional was asked to

assist the researcher to search for common themes.

All of

the transcribed interviews were examined by question.

The

statements that did not match questions were examined for
common themes about feelings of transition.

In addition,

themes were checked for inter-rater reliability.
Descriptive statistics such as age, gender, disability and
employment were verified by examination of each client's
file that is already established.
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Results
The employment service organization where the
interviews were conducted employs forty three individuals
with disabilities.

Of these forty three clients, ten are

still in high school.

Three of the high school students

were under the age of 18 and their parents denied their
participation in the study.

Therefore, seven high school

students were interviewed in this study. Of these seven
subjects four were females and three were males.

Overall

more females are employed by the agency than males;
therefore this sample is representative of the employees of
the agency.
Subject One
The subject referred to as "Mitch" is nineteen years of
age.

He is currently enrolled in the trainable mentally

handicapped class in a nearby county.
this agency one year ago.
Mitch's first job.

He began working at

According to his file, this is

The most recent progress report from the

agency to the school states that Mitch is rarely absent from
work.
Subject Two
The subject referred to as "Susan" is eighteen years
old.

Susan's main diagnosis is mentally handicapped; she

also has Huntington's disease.
nearby county.

Susan attends school in a

She has only been working at the agency for
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six months.

There is no information of any previous job or

vocational training for Susan.

According to the latest

progress report Susan is occasionally absent from work.

On

the average she misses about three days a month, usually for
doctor's appointments.
Subject Three
The subject referred to as "Nick" is twenty years old.
He has been employed at the agency for three years, not
including summers.

As with the other subjects, there is

nothing to indicate any previous employment or vocational
Nick is currently enrolled in the trainable

training.

mentally handicapped class in the county of the employment
agency.

Nick is usually present for

18 out of 20 days,

according to his file.
Subject Four
The subject known as "Tammi" is sixteen years of age.
Tammi has been employed with this agency for one year and
six months.

She is currently placed in the trainable

mentally handicapped class at the local county school.
Tammi has received special education services since she was
in preschool.

She is usually not absent from work, unless

the schools are on a break.
Subject Five
The subject known as "Debbie" is eighteen years old.
She has been employed at the agency for a little over one
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year.

She worked in the summer because she had

transportation to work.
eighteen days a month.

She is present for an average of
She is diagnosed as moderately

retarded, and she attends school in a nearby county.
Subject Six
The subject referred to as "Kevin" is nineteen years of
age.

He is currently diagnosed as trainable mentally

handicapped.

He is at times difficult to understand, and he

is largely non-verbal.

Kevin's attendance ranges from 14 to

twenty days present a month, according to the latest report.
He attends school at a nearby county, and had been working
at the agency for four years and six months at the time of
the interviews.

He does not work during the summers.

Subject Seven
The subject called "Heather" is twenty one years of
age.

Her main diagnosis is cerebral palsy, and she is in a

wheelchair.

She is difficult to understand at times but

speaks very well.

Heather has received special education

services since she was two years old.
at the agency for five years.

She has been employed

Her latest progress report

showed she was present from seventeen to twenty days out of
last month.

Heather was very willing to answer questions

and would take time to make sure that she understood the
question.

Heather requires an aide to attend work with her

for toileting and feeding needs.

This is required for all
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clients at the agency who need help with these two areas of
living.

Heather has a great relationship with her aide and

speaks very highly of her.
Instrument
The practice interviews (Appendix C) were conducted one
week before the interviews for all seven subjects.

All of

the answers were verified by examining the subject's files.
All seven subjects were able to answer correctly the four
questions and prompts given to them.

All of the practice

interviews were conducted in a private room at the
employment service agency.
ten minutes each.

The interviews took less than

All seven subjects informed the

researcher that they did work, and they stated the correct
type of work.

All seven subjects stated that they did have

a job, and indicated the correct tasks of their jobs.

All

seven of the subjects stated that they did do work at home
and then listed everyday chores that they completed.

All

seven of the subjects could count to ten, write their
numbers and use money in the snack machines.
subjects could write their own name.

Six of the

The seventh subject

knows how to write her name, but due to her cerebral palsy
needs someone to guide her hand while writing.
A table of questions (Appendix D) was used for all
seven subjects during the interview.

The questions were

asked in the same order to every subject.

These interviews
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also took place in a private room at the employment agency.
Several subjects required a large number of prompts in
addition to those on the interview guide.

Some of the

subjects required repetition of the questions so that they
could understand what was being asked.

Often the subject

would not respond to the original question and would need
different information.
Question One. The subjects informed the researcher that
their ages ranged from seventeen to twenty one.

"Nick"

informed the researcher that he was nineteen or twenty, and
that he wasn't sure.

Nick is actually twenty years old.

Tammi's response to this question was "I don't know".
is sixteen years old.

Tammi

After verifying the subject's

responses to this question, this researcher found that four
of the subjects stated the correct response and two stated
incorrect answers.

The remaining subject was Nick, who as

stated earlier wasn't sure.

Subject's answers to this

question can be seen in Table 1.
Question Two. The subjects' answers to the question of
how long they worked at the agency varied (See Table 2).
Subjects one, two, three, four and five all needed further
prompting (eg. Has it been a couple weeks, couple months,
couple years?).

After verifying the subject's response with

the information in his or her files, the researcher found
that Susan was the only subject to give the correct
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response.
years.

Debbie stated that she was employed for two

Her file states that she has been employed there for

one year and three months; however, this is the second
school year that she has worked at this agency.
stated that he worked for five years.

Kenny also

This is his fifth

school year; however, he has only worked for four years and
six months.
Question Three. When asked if they ever worked at a
place like this before, all seven subjects responded that
this was their first time working at an employment service
agency (See Table 3).

The information in each of the

subject's files did not indicate any prior employment at a
similar agency.

Susan informed the researcher that she did

have a job before in the printing business; however, there
was nothing in the file to indicate employment before this
placement.
cleaning.

Debbie explained that she worked in the school
Once again this information was not provided in

the file at the employment agency where she is currently
employed.
grass.

Kevin replied that he had a previous job cutting

When Kevin was first hired at this agency his job

was to cut grass; however, there was no information in the
file indicating that Kevin was employed elsewhere to cut
grass.

Mitch, Nick, and Heather all stated that this was

their first job.

Tammi did not respond to the prompt of

having a prior job.
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Question Four. Five of the subjects responded that they
were still in high school. Tammi and Kevin responded that
they were not still in high school.

After examination of

the files, the researcher found that all seven of the
subjects are, in fact, still in high school.
subjects ride the school bus to work each day.

Six of the
A letter to

Kevin's school informed the teachers that he would ride a
van to work since he was the only student from that county
attending the employment agency.
Question Five. Four of the clients responded that their
teacher found this job for them.

Tammi responded that no

one helped her get the job; however, after several prompts
(eg. Did you find it in the newspaper? Did your mom or
grandma help? Did your teacher help?) she responded that she
found the job in the newspaper.

Tammi's file indicated that

she got the job from her teacher and staff at the school.
Kevin's initial response was to state the name of the town
where the employment agency exists.

After prompting, he did

correctly inform the researcher that his teacher got the job
for him.
Heather correctly told the researcher that the special
education leader talked with the director of the employment
agency and that is how she got the job.
this question can be found in Table 5.

The responses to
None of the clients

stated that they got the job from family or friends, which
were other examples given in the prompts.
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Question Six. Four of the subjects responded that they
did see the building and that they received a tour prior to
employment.

Nick responded that he met the supervisors;

however, after prompting he informed the researcher that he
did have a tour of the building before he began working.
Mitch responded that he did not see the building.

After

prompting (i.e. Did you go on a tour?) he responded he did
have a tour.

Tammi responded that she did not see the

building, and she also stated that she did not have a tour
of the building before she began working.

The files on the

subjects indicated that all seven subjects did receive a
tour before they began working at the agency.
Question Six a.

Four of the subjects stated that

having a tour made them feel good.

One subject stated that

it made her feel scared, and one stated he didn't feel any
different.

Tammi stated that it made her feel sad that she

did not have a tour of the building before she started.
Subject responses can be found in Table 7.
Question Six b. All seven subjects indicated that they
were excited about starting to work at the agency.

When

asked what made them excited, the subjects' answers varied.
Responses to question six b can be found in table 8.

Some

subjects required prompting as to why they were excited (eg.
Is it because you will make money?

Because it is your first
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job? Because you will meet new people?).

Nick responded

immediately that he was excited about the money.
stated she was excited about the car ride.

Tammi

Debbie was

excited about the actual tasks of the job that she would be
doing.

Heather stated that it was her first job and that

she was going to do it on her own.
Question Seven. When asked what they would like to do
after high school, three of the subjects stated that they
would like to work.

Two of the subjects had no idea.

One

subject wanted to go to college, and one subject wanted to
stay home and watch television (See Table 9).

Of the three

subjects who would like to work, one would like a job at a
nursing home and the remaining two would like to remain at
the agency where they are currently employed.

After talking

with Tammi further, she did state that she would like a job
"cleaning up."
Question Seven a. Five of the subjects were not able to
identify someone who helped them learn how to get the job
that they want.

These subjects were given further prompts

(eg. Did your parents help?

Your teacher?

Your friends?)

and were still not able to give an answer to the question.
One of the subjects, after a bigger prompt (ie. Who in your
family helped you?), identified her mother as helping her
learn the information.

One subject identified her teacher

as helping her learn the information, and she did so
immediately without any prompts

(See Table 10).
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Question Seven b. When asked if anyone helped them find
out information about a job, some of the subjects listed
tasks of the job and had to be prompted for who taught them
job skills.

Mitch was able to tell the researcher that at a

nursing home, which is where he wants to work, he would have
to clean up, mop the floors, make the beds and do the
laundry.

Mitch could not identify who taught him this

information.

Tammi was able to tell the researcher that she

would have to sweep and mop as part of her job.

Tammi was

not able to identify a person who helped her find out that
information.

Debbie told the researcher that in order to go

to college she would just have to "go sign up."

Debbie

could not identify anyone who helped her learn that
information either.
Of the two subjects who had no idea what they wanted to
do, the researcher asked if anyone helped them learn
information about jobs that they might like.

Two subjects

responded "no," and one subject did not respond. Heather
responded that if she were to get a job, she would have to
"go get an application and then fill it out".

She re-stated

that her morn helped her learn information about jobs.
Question Eight. Four subjects stated that they did know
what an IEP is.
IEP is.

Three stated that they did not know what an

Of the four subjects who did answer "yes" to this
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question, all four were unable to tell the researcher what
an IEP was.

All subjects were told that an IEP was a piece

of paper made up by people at the school, and that on this
piece of paper was everything that a student was going to
learn in the next school year.

After this explanation six

of the subjects understood immediately and the seventh
subject required further explanation of an IEP for him to
understand.
Question Eight a. Five of the subjects identified that
they did in fact have an IEP when they were in school.

Two

of the subjects stated that they did not have an IEP when
they were in school.

All seven of the subjects' files

indicated that they received special education services in
school.

Six of the subjects had an IEP on file at the

agency.
Question Eight b. Four of the clients stated that they
had attended one of their meetings, and three stated that
they had not attended a meeting.

As part of this question,

the researcher asked the subjects if they ever signed their
IEP.

Three of the subjects said that they did sign.

Two

said "no", and the last subject had no response to the
question.

After examining the files, the researcher found

that Mitch and Debbie did sign their last IEP which stated
that they would be employed at this agency.
guardians were also in attendance.

Their parent or

Susan had a parent's
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signature on her IEP but no student signature.

Heather had

a parent signature as well as a signature from the
rehabilitation manager at the employment agency; however,
her signature was not on her latest IEP.

Tammi and Nick' s

IEP did not have the signature of the student or parent.
Question Eight c. When asked if the subjects had a say
in their IEP goals, their responses varied.

Five of the

subjects said that they were able to tell their teachers
what they wanted to learn.

These subjects stated goals like

''learn math", "learn cooking" and "learn cleaning", as
skills they were interested in learning.

All five of these

subjects also felt that their teacher did listen to them and
helped them to learn some of these goals.

Two of the

subjects said that they had no say in what they learned;
however, these were also the two subjects who did not have a
parent or student signature on the IEP.
Question Nine. Five of the subjects spoke very
positively about the supervisor's help in the first few
weeks on the job.

Two of the subjects spoke negatively

about the help or lack of help that they received from their
supervisors in their first few weeks.
can be found in Table 16.

Subjects' responses

Those who spoke positively seemed

to feel that the supervisors helped them to learn the job
and the rules of the agency.
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Question Nine a. Three of the subjects informed the
researcher that this job was not hard for them to learn.
The remaining four subjects believed that the job was hard
for them to learn.

One of the subjects stated that the

actual tasks of the job were what was so difficult for her.
The clients must perform several different tasks at the
agency, and it is often difficult for the clients to keep
these tasks straight.

However, the subjects who did believe

it was hard to learn the job think that the job is easy
because they understand the tasks.
Question Nine b. Three of the subjects stated that
their teacher came to visit recently; however, they said
that was the first time that the teacher had been to see
them.

One of the subjects said that the teacher was at the

employment site on a tour with another student.

Three of

the subjects informed the researcher that their teacher has
never been to see them at work.

Heather explained that her

teacher has not been there to see her, but the teacher's
aide was there with her in her first few weeks.
Question Nine c. Four of the subjects felt good that
their teachers have not been to see them very much.

One

client explained to the researcher that she "doesn't like
when people stand over her and check up on her."

Another

subject stated that he felt good because he was doing
something on his own.

Nick needed further prompting (eg. Do
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you like that your teacher doesn't come? Are you sad or mad
about it?).

He responded that it made him feel sad, but

that he was unable to explain why it was sad for him.

Tammi

said that it made her mad, but she was unable to tell the
researcher why it made her feel so mad.
Question 10.

Three out of the seven subjects explained

that they had heard the word transition; however, none of
them were able to tell the researcher what the word meant.
Four of the subjects said that they had never before heard
the word.

All seven subjects were given a simple definition

of transition so that the rest of the questions would make
sense to them.

They were all told that to "transition"

someone means to help them learn the difference between
school and work.

They were also told that transitioning

someone includes learning what is allowed at school and what
is allowed at work and how these were different.

After this

definition all seven of the subjects stated that they did
understand what transition meant.
Question 10 a. Two of the subjects identified the
rehabilitation manager at the agency as the person who
helped them the most to transition to work.

Two students,

who were from the same county of schools, identified their
teacher as being their biggest help in transitioning.

Kevin

stated that he learned these things on his own and that no
one really helped him.

Nick and Tammi, who are also from
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the same county, said that no one helped them learn these
things.
Question 10 b.

Four subjects felt that they knew how

to find a job and could find a job on their own.

Kevin said

that he would need some help with filling out the
application.

Nick and Tammi stated that they did not know

how to find a job on their own.

The subjects who could find

a job on their own also knew some places that they could
look to find a job.

These subjects identified classified

ads as the most likely place to find a job.

Two of these

subjects stated that they could look at bulletin boards, and
one subject said that he could find a job by asking friends.
Question 10 c.

Of the subjects who said that they can

find a job, three of them said that it makes them feel good
One of the subjects who said he

that they can do this task.

knows how to find a job had no response to this question.
Nick said that this makes him feel sad that he doesn't know
how to find a job on his own.
not find a job on her own.

Tammi was mad that she can

Debbie said that finding a job

on her own makes her feel scared.

When she was asked why it

made her feel scared , she had no response.

After prompting

(e.g. Is it because you might not like the job? You might
not get it? You don't know what to do?), she stated that it
is because she may not get the job.
be found in Table 23.

Subjects' responses can
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Question 11.

Three of the subjects stated that they do

get in trouble at work.

One subject told the researcher

that she got in trouble one time and that she learned from
her mistake.

The remaining three subjects said that they

have never been in trouble at work.

After examining the

client files, the researcher found that all but one client
had received an incident report.

Incident reports included

items like continuously not doing work (i.e., seven times),
socializing too much (i.e., five times), Not following
safety procedures (i.e., twice), attention seeking behaviors
(i.e., found once), and tearing the water fountain off of
the wall (i.e., found once).
Question 11 a.

When the three clients responding to

Question 11 were asked what behaviors get them in trouble,
a variety of answers were given.

They stated that they get

in trouble for talking, cursing, running around, playing,
fighting, not doing work, and playing in the halls (See
Table 25).
Question 11 b.

When asked how it makes them feel to

get in trouble, the three subjects responded with negative
feelings (eg. Hurt, sad, mad, not good).

However, all three

of the subjects claimed that they learn their lesson when
they get in trouble and that they try not to do that
behavior anymore.
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Question 11 c.

The four clients who responded that

they did not get in trouble at work were asked what others
do to get in trouble.

The answers ranged from annoying

employees to not doing the work.

Fighting, cursing, and

running around were also mentioned by these subjects.

One

interesting answer given by Susan was that people "get in
trouble when their work is wrong."
because "You have to fix it".

Susan says this is

Susan is the one client who

did not have an incident report on file.
Establishing themes
The Subjects gave a total of ten comments that were not
related to the actual questions.

These comments were

examined for commonality and placed into three themes.

The

themes were then checked for inter-rater reliability with
two individuals who were not aware of the topic being
researched.

The formula used was the number of agreements

divided by the total number of agreements and disagreements
multiplied by 100.
Theme One: Negative feelings about a future job search.
Four of the subjects stated negative feelings about their
future job search (eg. "I would need help to fill out the
application", or "No one will help me.")
be found in Table 28.

These comments can

Theme one had an inter-rater

reliability that ranged from 75% to 100% for each rater and
the researcher (see Table 31).
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Theme Two: Positive feelings about the experience so
far at the employment service agency.
of three comments.

Theme two had a total

The subjects felt that "It has been a

good experience for me".

Others stated that they were glad

to have the job for several reasons (See Table 29).

Theme

two had an inter-rater reliability that ranged from 75% to
100% for each rater and the researcher (See Table 32).
Theme Three: I had an active part in my IEP goals and
objectives.
well.

Theme Three had a total of three comments as

The subjects feel that "Yes, my teacher listened to

me" or that "My teacher helped me learn stuff that I wanted
to learn."

A list of the comments for this theme can be

found in Table 30.

Theme three had an inter-rater

reliability of 100% for all raters and the researcher (See
Table 33).
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Discussion
The present study had results similar to previous
research.

All seven subjects in the present study were

employed at the employment agency part time, working
approximately twenty hours a week.

Their jobs would be

described as a sheltered workshop environment.

Frank and

sitlington (1993) found that only thirty percent of
sheltered workshop employees are employed full time.

The

Senate Subcommittee in 1986 found that 75% of adults with
disabilities are only employed part time.

As stated

earlier, 100% of the subjects in the current study were
employed only part time.
The biggest similarities are found when discussing the
IEP process.

Tucker, Goldstein and Sorenson (1993) found

that student preferences for the IEP were usually taken into
account.

Approximately 71% of the subjects in this study

stated that they were able to share their preferences of
learning objectives on their IEP.

Similarly Test, Hinson,

and Solow (1993) also found that when the clients have input
in their objectives the process is more meaningful and
satisfying.

The current study found that the clients who

did have input with their IEP objectives felt good about
their teacher listening.

Overall the clients were satisfied

that they had a somewhat active role in their IEP document.
Although these subjects claimed to have a say in their
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IEP goals and objectives, only one of them had a signature
on their most recent IEP, meaning that perhaps these clients
mostly had a passive role in the IEP process.

Van-Ruesen

and Bos (1990) found that most clients do have a passive or
non existent role in their IEP process.

Lovitt, Cushing and

stump {1994) found that many individuals do not sign their
own IEP.

The current study had only one subject who signed

his IEP.
Wehman {1996) found that a sign of satisfaction on the
job was good attendance.

All seven of the subjects in this

study are rarely absent from work and seem to be very happy
with their job.

Transitioning these students from school to

working at this agency may have played a role in the
clients' happiness.

However, Halpern {1985) found that

fewer than fifty percent of school administrators indicated
the presence of even an informal agreement between the
school and an employment agency.

In the current study, only

one IEP had the signature of an agency representative, which
produces findings similar to Halpern's study.
Finally, Karge, Patton and De la Garza (1992) stated
that transition services should focus on job search skills,
job maintenance skills, and job related functional
academics.

The IEPs that were on file at the employment

agency did include job skills and some job related academic
skills; however, these were not stated as transition goals
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and objectives.

This could be due to the fact that these

goals do not have to be written separately.
The law requires written proof of the attempt to
provide an adequate transition by the time the student is
sixteen years old.

This can be provided as early as

fourteen years of age.
transition papers.

Only two of the IEPs included

The first one stated that the student

was "Not of age" at the time of the IEP meeting.

This

student was seventeen years old at the time of the IEP
meeting.

The second IEP with transition papers listed three

goals, all of which were tasks of the job she was going to
be performing.
Parental involvement is important at the IEP meeting to
lead to more positive outcomes (Morningstar, Turnbull &
Turnbull, 1996).

Several of the subjects, 42.85%, in the

current study had no parental signatures on their IEP,
leading the researcher to believe that there was no parental
involvement.

These subjects seem to be happy with their

jobs, even though they did not have parental involvement at
their IEP meeting.
Hasazi, Gordon and Roe (1985) found that 84% of adults
with disabilities found their job through the self-familyfriend network.

In the current study, 71% of the subjects

found their job from someone at the school, and no one
stated their friends, family or self as their job source.
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Similarly, the family was the main source of providing
career preparation to students with disabilities.

The study

at hand found that one subject identified her family as
teaching her career information.

In addition, one subject

stated her teacher taught her this information, and the
remaining subjects stated that no one taught them this
information.
The biggest difference between the study at hand and
previous research deals with knowledge of the IEP process
and transition.

Morningstar, Turnbull and Turnbull (1996)

stated that clients are usually aware and knowledgeable of
the IEP and transition services.

Fifty seven percent of the

subjects stated that they did know what an IEP was, but were
unable to explain what an IEP is.

Of the remaining

subjects, 42.8% said that they did not know what an IEP was,
but did understand after they were given further
explanation.

Seventy one percent of the subjects in the

current study stated that they did not know the word
transition.

The remaining subjects said they knew what the

word transition was, but they were not able to explain it.
This leads the researcher to believe that the students did
not have an active role in the planning of their future.
The present study does have some limitations.

The

biggest limitation of this study is that the subjects were
largely non verbal and needed a substantial amount of
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prompting.

This did not allow the researcher to gain deep

feelings from the subjects on many issues.

The questions

were also difficult for the subjects to understand.

This

may be due to lack of knowledge of some of the topics that
were studied.

Another limitation to the study at hand is

the sample size.

This sample is relatively small and,

therefore, the perceptions of these subjects may not be
generalizable.

Another main reason that these results may

not be generalizable is the fact that the subjects from this
sample all came from the same employment agency and the
subjects were all from only three school districts.

Another

limitation of the present study is that these are only
perceptions and there is no way to know just how accurate
the subject's responses are.
Future researchers should consider a more longitudinal
study and track high school students as they are completely
out of high school and working at the agency on their own
will.

Another suggestion would be to compare students who

are in high school with employees who began working at the
agency while still in high school but who were finished at
the time of the study.

High school student's perceptions of

transition need to be compared to those of employees who are
finished with high school.

Student's perceptions of

transition need to be evaluated continuously in the future
so that changes can be made.
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Appendix A
Letter to Agency
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Dear Executive Director,
I am a graduate student at Longwood College, currently
working towards a Masters of Science in Special Education. As
part of this program I am conducting a Thesis study titled:
Client's Perceptions of Transition Services from School to
Work at an Employment Service Organization in Central
Virginia.
This study will involve three brief interviews. Each of
the interviews will last approximately fifteen to thirty
minutes, therefore not requiring a large amount of time away
from work. The interviews will be tape recorded for purposes
of accuracy, and will then be destroyed. All participants as
well as your organization will remain confidential and
anonymous. The interviews will take place in a private room
at your organization.
All participation is voluntary and
participants as well as the agency may withdraw from the study
at any time.
Parental permission will be obtained for all
participants prior to the start of the study.
Therefore, I am requesting your permission for your
In addition, I am
agencies participation in this study.
requesting permission to examine client files for verification
of demographic information, like employment start date,
attendance, age and prior employment for each of the
participants. If at any time you have any questions I can be
contacted at: Thank You for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Christine Head
Masters Degree Candidate
I give/do not give permission for this study to be conducted
at this employment organization. I understand that all names
and information will remain confidential and anonymous.
Signature: ----------------

Date: -------
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Appendix B
Letter to Parents
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Dear Parent/Guardian or Client,
My name is Christine Head and I am a graduate student at
Longwood College.
I am currently working on my Masters of
Science Degree in Special Education. As part of this program
I am working on a thesis titled:
Client's perceptions of
Transition Services from School to Work at an Employment
Service Organization in Central Virginia.
The employment organization where your son or daughter
works has given me permission to conduct my study. The study
consists of three interviews based on the clients feelings of
their transition from school to work. Each of the interviews
will last approximately fifteen to thirty minutes, and not
take a large amount of time away from their work. Each of the
interviews will be conducted in a private room at the
employment agency. The interviews will be taped for purposes
of accuracy and then the tape will be destroyed.
All participation in this study is voluntary and
participants can withdraw at any point. All participants will
remain confidential and anonymous, and in no way will their
name be used in the presentation of results.
Therefore, I am requesting your permission for your son
or daughter to participate in this study.
I am also
requesting permission to examine your son or daughters
confidential file.
I will only be examining this file for
demographic information like age, employment start date,
attendance and prior employment. If at any time you have any
questions or comments please feel free to contact me at:
Thank you for your cooperation.
Sincerely,
Christine Head
Masters Degree Candidate
I give/do not give (Circle one) permission for my son or
daughter to participate in this study. I understand that all
names and information will remain confidential and anonymous.
Signature: ----------------

Date: ------

******TO BE FILLED OUT ONLY IF PERMISSION FOR ACCESS TO FILES
IS DENIED!!
I do not give permission for the researcher to examine my
child's confidential file.
I will however, allow the
executive director to provide her with the necessary
information.
Signature: ---------------

Date: -------
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Appendix C
Practice Interview Guide
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Practice Interview Guide
1. Do you work?
a. What type of work do you do?
b. What do you like about your job?
2. Do you have a job?
a. Can you tell me what you do at your job?
b. Is your job easy or hard?
c. Why?
3. Do you do any work at home?
a. What kind of work do you do at home?
b. Do you do this work every day?
4. Do you
a. Count
b. Write
c. Write
d. Count

know how to:
to 10? Please show me
your name? Please show me
the numbers 0-9? Please show me
change to $.60? Please show me
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Appendix D
Interview Guide
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Demographic Questions

Interview Guide

1. How old are you?
2. How long have you been working here?
3. Have you ever worked at a place like this before?
4. Are you still in high school?
Interview Questions
5. How did you find this job? (family, friends, school)
6. Did you ever see the building before your first day of
work? (tour, meet anyone, boss)
a. How did that make you feel?
b. Were you excited about starting to work here?
c. Why?
7. What do you want to do when you finish high school?
a. Has anyone ever told you what you need to do in order to
get that job?
b. Has anyone helped you find out information about that job?
8. Do you know what an IEP is?
a. Did you have an IEP when you were in school?
b. Have you ever attended one of your IEP meetings?
c. Did you have any say in what your goals were?
9. How much did the supervisors help you in your first week?
(Show you how to do job)
a. Was this job hard for you to learn?
b. How often did your teacher come to see you in your first
few weeks on the job?
c. How did that make you feel?
10. Have you ever heard of the word transition?
a. Did anyone help transition you from school to here?
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b. Do you feel that you know how to find a job on your own?
c. How does that make you feel?
11. Do you ever get in trouble at work?
a. What kinds of things do you get in trouble for?
b. How does it make you feel when you get in trouble?
c. What kinds of things do other people get in trouble for?
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Tables 1-33
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Table 1
Question one: How old are you?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Eighteen

Susan

Seventeen

Nick

Nineteen or twenty

Tammi

I don't know

Debbie

Eighteen

Kevin

Nineteen

Heather

I'm Twenty One
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Table 2
Question Two:

How long have you been working here?

Subjects

Response

Mitch

I don't know

Susan

Since September

Nick

About a year, I started
back in November.

Tammi

Late

Debbie

Two years

Kevin

Five years

Heather

Well I really don't know,
but this is the third or
fourth year.
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Table 3
Question Three: Have you ever worked at a place like this
before?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

No

Susan

No

Nick

No

Tammi

No

Debbie

No

Kevin

Nope

Heather

No, this is the first
time
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Table 4
Question Four: Are you still in high school?
Subject

Response

Mitch

Yes

Susan

Yes

Nick

Yes

Tammi

No

Debbie

Yes

Kevin

No

Heather

Legally I am still in
high school, In my mind I
am at the middle school.
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Table 5
Question Five:

How did you find this job?

Subjects

Responses

Mitch

My teachers

Susan

Mrs.

Nick

My teacher

Tammi

I looked at the newspaper

Debbie

The teacher

Kevin

Stated name of town of
employment agency

Heather

The special education
leader talked to S.H.
then S.H. talked to me
and gave me the job.

s.

my teacher
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Table 6
Question Six:
first day?

Did you ever see the building before your

Subjects

Responses

Mitch

No

Susan

I went on a tour

Nick

I don't remember

Tammi

No

Debbie

Yes

Kevin

Yes

Heather

Yes I toured with my
family
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Table 7
Question Six a:

How did that make you feel?

Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Good

Susan

Scared

Nick

No different

Tammi

Sad

Debbie

Happy

Kevin

Good

Heather

Good
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Table 8
Question Six b: Why were you excited about starting to work
here?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Have job, make money,
meet new people.

Susan

No response

Nick

Money

Tammi

Car ride

Debbie

Tasks of job

Kevin

No response

Heather

This is my first job and
I'm on my own.
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Table 9
Question Seven: What do you want to do when you finish High
School?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Work in a nursing home

Susan

I have no idea

Nick

can't say

Tammi

Watch T.V.

Debbie

Go to college

Kevin

Work at the same place

Heather

Get an aide and work here
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Table 10
Question Seven a: Has anyone ever told you what you need to
do to get that job?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Nobody

Susan

No response

Nick

No response

Tammi

No response

Debbie

My teacher

Kevin

No response

Heather

My mom
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Table 11
Question Seven b: Who taught you information about the job
you like?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

No response

Susan

No one

Nick

Nobody help me

Tammi

No response

Debbie

No response

Kevin

Nobody

Heather

Mom
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Table 12
Question Eight: Do you know what an IEP is?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Yeah

Susan

Yes

Nick

No

Tammi

No

Debbie

No

Kevin

Yeah

Heather

Yes
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Table 13
Question Eight a: Did you have an IEP when you were in
school?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Yes

Susan

Yes

Nick

No

Tammi

No

Debbie

Yes

Kevin

No

Heather

Yes
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Table 14
Question Eight b: Have you ever attended an IEP meeting?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Yes

Susan

Yeah, I went to the last
one

Nick

No but my mom did

Tammi

No

Debbie

Yes

Kevin

No

Heather

Yes
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Table 15
Question Eight c: Did you have any say in your IEP
objectives?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Yes

Susan

Yeah

Nick

No

Tammi

No

Debbie

Yeah

Kevin

Yeah

Heather

Yes
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Table 16
Question Nine: How much did the supervisors help you in your
first few weeks?
Subjects

Response

Mitch

Good

Susan

A whole lot

Nick

Nobody helped me

Tammi

Nothing

Debbie

They showed me the job

Kevin

Good

Heather

They did good, they were
with me the first few
days.
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Table 17
Question Nine a: Was this job hard for you to learn?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

No

Susan

Real hard because I had
to learn how to do
everything right.

Nick

No

Tammi

Yup

Debbie

Yeah

Kevin

No

Heather

Yeah, until I caught on
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Table 18
Question Nine b: How often did your teacher come to see you
in the first few weeks?
Subjects

Response

Mitch

One day

Susan

Well I saw Mrs. s. a few
days ago but that was the
only time that was only
one time.

Nick

Ain't no teacher came to
see me

Tammi

I don't know, never been
to see me

Debbie

Never been to see me

Kevin

Yeah, they came

Heather

Not really, the aide was
here to take me to the
bathroom
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Table 19
Question Nine c: How does that make you feel?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Feel good

Susan

Good, I like when she
comes

Nick

Sad

Tammi

Mad

Debbie

Good

Kevin

No response

Heather

Really good that they
don't come.
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Table 20
Question 10: Have you ever heard of the word transition?
Subjects

Response

Mitch

No

Susan

No

Nick

No

Tammi

No

Debbie

No

Kevin

Yes

Heather

Yes
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Table 21
Question 10 a: Who would you say helped to transition you
from school to working here?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

L.G. (Boss)

Susan

Mrs.

Nick

No one helped me

Tammi

Nobody

Debbie

Mrs.

Kevin

Me

Heather

L.G. (Boss)

s.

s.

(Teacher)

(Teacher)
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Table 22
Question 10 b: Do you feel that you can find a job on your
own?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Yeah

Susan

Yeah

Nick

No

Tammi

No

Debbie

Yes

Kevin

Need help

Heather

Yes
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Table 23
Question 10 c: How does that make you feel?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Good

Susan

Good

Nick

Sad

Tammi

Mad

Debbie

Scared

Kevin

No response

Heather

Good

Table 24
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Question 11: Do you ever get in trouble at work?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Uh-huh

Susan

No

Nick

I got in trouble today
for playing

Tammi

Uh-uh

Debbie

No

Kevin

No

Heather

I got in trouble once but
I really learned from it
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Table 25
Question 11 a: What kinds of things do you get in trouble
for?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Talking, cussing, running
around

Nick

Not doing work, not
listening

Heather

Telling stories, Fighting
and saying not so nice
things
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Table 26
Question 11 b: How does that make you feel?
Subjects

Responses

Mitch

Not good

Nick

Sad, I cry and get mad at
myself

Heather

Hurt
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Table 27
Question 11 c: What kinds of things do others do to get in
trouble?
Subjects

Responses

Susan

When they don't do their
work right or they stop
doing their work.

Tammi

Makin me mad or sayin
nah-nah-nah-nah-nah.

Debbie

Running in the halls

Kevin

Fighting, cussing,
kicking
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Table 28
Theme 1: Negative feelings about the job search
Subjects

Responses

Kevin

I would need help to fill
out the job application.

Debbie

I'm scared to get one,
because I might not get
it.

Heather

I really won't go look
for another one because I
have so many limitation
and this may be the only
place I can work.

Susan

No one will help me
decide.
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Table 29
Theme Two: Positive feelings about the experience so far at
the employment service organization:
Subjects

Response

Heather

It's my first job, I'm
out on my own, I'm doin
something on my own.

Nick

I can use the money, so
I'm glad.

Debbie

It has been a good
experience for me.
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Table

30

Theme Three: I had an active part in my IEP goals and
objectives:
Subjects

Response

Mitch

I told my teacher what I
wanted to learn and she
let me learn it.

Susan

My teacher helped me
learn stuff I wanted.

Nick

Yes my teacher listened
to me.
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Table 31
Inter-rater reliability for Theme One
Raters

Percent Reliable

Rater one and researcher

75%

Rater Two and Researcher

100%

Rater one and Rater two

75%
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Table 32
Inter-rater reliability for Theme Two
Raters

Percent reliable

Rater one and researcher

75%

Rater two and Researcher

100%

Rater one and Rater two

75%
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Table 33
Inter-rater reliability for theme three
Raters

Percent reliable

Rater one and researcher

100%

Rater two and researcher

100%

Raters One and Two

100%

